
  
 

Supplementary Information 
 

EAST HAMPSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 

22 April 2021 
 
 
 
Dear Councillor 

 

 
I am now able to enclose, for consideration at next meeting of the Planning Committee, to be held 

on 22 April 2021 the following supplementary information that was unavailable when the agenda 
was printed. 
 
 
Agenda No Item 

 
 
 
 6. Supplementary Matters  (Pages 1 - 4) 

 
   
 
 
  8.(i) Representations received in respect of SDNP/20/04264/FUL - Land adjacent to 

Goleigh Manor, Noar Hill Common Road, Hawkley  (Pages 5 - 10) 
 

   Mrs Nicola Baillie 
 
Two stables and open fronted hay shed enclosed by post and rail fencing, small area 
of hardstanding to park one car. 
 

 
  8.(ii) Representation received in respect of SDNP/20/04927/FUL - Land North Of Hurst 

Farm Bungalows, Hurst Lane, Privett, Alton, GU34 3PJ  (Pages 11 - 18) 
 

   Ms Jane Soul 
 
Change of use from grazing of horses to equestrian and the change of use of two of 
the existing larger mobile field shelters to permanent stabling with associated works. 
(Further information received 3/2/21 and 4/2/21. Design and access statement 
available to view. An amended location plan received on 6/4/21) 
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22 April 2021 
Planning Committee 
 
Supplementary Matters to be considered as part of Planning Officer's Report on 
Planning Applications. 
 

S1  Item  1 

SDNP/20/04264/FUL 

Land adjacent to Goleigh Manor, Noar Hill 
Common Road, Hawkley 

  
CORRECTIONS 
 
On page 21, on the list of “Plans Referred to in Consideration of this 
Application” the ‘Plans – Site plan showing hardstanding’ should be dated 09.02.21 
not 09.03.20 as shown.  
 
FURTHER CONSULTEE COMMENTS 
 
The Parish Council comments shown on Page 13 wrongly indicate ‘Comments 
awaited’ alongside a summary of their consultee response.  For clarification, the full 
comments received from the Parish Council are set out below: 
 
“We wish to Object to the Planning Application. 
 
We object to this application. We reference the detailed responses on the application 
completed by Southern Planning Practice on behalf of the neighbours Mr & Mrs 
Wyman, and also the objection submitted by Carolyn Fair of Keyham Farm, and 
support all the points made. 
 
As consultees to the planning process, our obligation is to support and help enforce 
the principles described in the SDNP Local Plan. Perhaps the key issue is therefore 
to ensure any planning permission 'conserves or enhances', if it fails this basic test 
then it should be refused. We feel this application does fail this test, it will certainly 
have some detrimental effect on the setting of a 12th C highly valued historic house. 
Nothing has been offered to enhance and we can see no opportunity on this site to 
enhance, all that can be done is to maintain the status quo. 
 
One of the really special qualities of this part of the SDNP is the walks and 
bridleways around the Hangers, many would say the views are the jewel in the 
crown of the Park. The approach down to see Goleigh Manor takes you back in time 
as the landscape and buildings still maintain there setting and original qualities. 
Driving through the area is not really relevant to the case, the Park is about the 
stunning views from walks and rides. As mentioned during a recent call, we feel that 
the indication from the Case Officer that neither he nor the Landscape Architect have 
walked the byways to assess the views of the site that we are suggesting should be 
protected. Although our photo's proved useful in showing the views, if is far more 
impactful to see them directly. We believe any Planner or Landscape specialists who 
are requested to comment on these aspects could only offer useful advice if they 
have taken the trouble or one would hope, have the inherent interest in the Park,  
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to walk and/or ride round the area to assess these historic views first hand, 
preferably with someone of significant local knowledge to explain the context. To say 
it may be hidden by a hedge as you drive past misses the whole context and 
importance of the Park. As an aside, the hedge is described as 2m tall so they will be 
very short horses if its not visible from the road…! 
 
Although we strongly object to the application and hope it will be refused, should the 
decision be made to allow it, the quality and design of any buildings must be 
commensurate with the surroundings, this application is short of many details that 
would be required to assess this properly. Any granting of permission must ensure 
that the principles of the SDNP Local Plan to avoid future 'planning creep' are 
enforced to ensure the site doesn't develop into something that wouldn't have been 
accepted as a change from the original agricultural use.” 
 
 
AMENDMENT TO CONDITION NO.7 
 
For the purposes of clarity, the following amendment is proposed to the wording of 
recommended condition no.7 on page 20 of the report. 
 

The development hereby permitted shall not be brought into use until plans and 
particulars showing details of the proposed area of hard standing have been 
submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Such details 
shall include the layout, as indicatively shown on approved plan received by 
the Local Planning Authority on the 09.03.2021 and titled ‘Plans – Site plan 
showing hardstanding’ and the surfacing materials to be used for the area of 
hard standing. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the 
approved details before the use of the development is commenced and shall be 
retained to the agreed specification thereafter. 

 
CHANGES TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
1. No change to the Officer Recommendation to approve planning permission is 

proposed, subject to the condition amendment and correction set out above.  
 
 
 
 
 

S1  Item  2 

SDNP/20/04927/FUL 

Land North of Hurst Farm Bungalows, Hurst 
Lane, Privett 

 
CORRECTIONS 
 
On page 45, on the list of “Plans Referred to in Consideration of this 
Application” the ‘OS Extract- Location Plan’ should be dated 6/4/21, as an 
amended plan was received. 
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FURTHER CONSULTEE COMMENTS 
 
It has been noted that a recent Area Tree Preservation Order was made on 17 
March 2021, which protects the mature trees to the south of the application site 
(between the application site and the grazing land in the control of the applicant).  
 
The Council’s Arboricultural Officer has been consulted and provided the following 
comments: 
 

“TPO (EH1167)21 was made recently affecting mature trees to the south of the 
identified site.  Whilst I have no objection to the use of the stabling as indicated, I 
would be concerned if there was to be an intensification of the use of the site for 
horses which may result in compaction and possibly physical damage to the 
protected trees.  Perhaps livestock fencing would be appropriate. I note 
reference is made to the disposal of horse waste. Disposal of such waste around 
the root plates of trees is potentially damaging to their health and ultimately 
amenity value, and with regard to the protected trees in this location, must not 
occur.” 

 
Officer comment: Policy SD11 of the SDNP Local Plan states that development 
should conserve and enhance trees, woodland and hedgerows.  In this instance, 
there would not be an intensification in the use of the site for horses compared to 
that which already exists from the current horse grazing use on the land.  Suggested 
Condition 2 would prevent any increase in the number of horses on the site and 
Condition 4 requires the submission and approval of details for waste disposal 
measures.  It is also noted that there is an existing post and tape fence located along 
the southern boundary which would protect the area of protected trees, as suggested 
by the Arboricultural Officer.  
 
Therefore it is considered that the proposal would not cause any arboricultural 
implications, in compliance with Policy SD11 of the SDNP Local Plan. 
 
 
FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS 
 
A late letter of representation has been from The Froxfield and Privett Landscape 
Conservation Group.  This letter raises concern about 2 crucial misleading 
statements in para 3.2 the Applicant's Design and Access Statement, and the 
subsequent “fallback position” which are summarised below: 

 The existence of areas of hardstanding which have not been removed, 
especially when buildings in the stable yard were erected. 

 That the buildings in the stable yard are not mobile field shelters, thus are 
structures requiring planning permission.  They are not the same field shelters 
which the previous Planning Inspector were concluded as being mobile. 

 
Officer comment: Members are advised that some areas of hardstanding, as a 
base for these structures would remain as part of this application.  Areas of 
hardstanding have been removed following the appeal decision. 
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The application site has contained a number of different field shelters since at least 
2012.  For Member’s clarification, the mobile field shelters which were subject to the 
previous appeal decision were moved to opposite ends of the application site and 
remain mobile. This application does not relate to these structures.  
 
The existing structure which are proposed to be permanent stables were additional 
field shelters brought onto the site following the appeal decision.  Following their 
positioning on the site, the Local Planning Authority’s Enforcement Team has 
assessed the structures and determined that they were mobile, until a further visit in 
2020 considered that the structures were no longer mobile and the land was being 
used for equestrian purposes which requires planning permission.  Hence, this 
planning application currently under consideration for the retention / alteration of 
these structures.  Therefore, it is advised that there is a ‘fallback position’, as the 
structures with similar dimensions other than the link and store extension without the 
alterations were considered mobile by the Enforcement Team.   
 
For these reasons there is no change to Officer Recommendation in this regard.  
 
 
CHANGES TO RECOMMENDATION 
 
2. No change to the Officer Recommendation to approve planning permission is 

proposed. 
 
3. An additional informative note to the applicant is recommended to be added, as 

follows: 
 
“The applicant is reminded that any further installation of hardstanding on the 
site would require planning permission.” 
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Ms J Wyman 
(Objector) 

 

SDNP/20/04264/FUL – Objection 
 
Sitting centrally in the panoramic views from the lane up Goleigh Hill (a recommended SDNP cycling 
route) and from the popular public rights of way up Noar Hill leading to the Nature Reserve, this 
proposal would have a far greater detrimental effect on the landscape of the National Park than might  
appear from its relatively small size. 
 
These views are of an open field in an increasingly-rare tranquil, rural landscape with no stables in 
sight. Stables would substantially and detrimentally change this scene to one of busy development. 
Any screening from hedgerows would be largely negated as these views are all from higher ground 
down across the site.  
 
The pandemic has inevitably curtailed site visits, leading to an understandable focus on the obvious 
visual impact from the access lane. While important, it is not as important as the panoramic views 
described above. Screening from the lane offered by the hedgerow in front of the stables would be 
significantly less effective than might appear from photos. Its historical properly-maintained height is 
about 1.2 metres, over half a metre less than its current untrimmed height. The building would stand 
3.1 metres above the field (itself higher than the lane) meaning that it would be about 2 metres above 
the hedge. The hedgerows are deciduous, thus the building would be even more visible between 
October and early May. 
 
Policies of particular relevance include: 
 

 SD4 brings a positive duty for development proposals to conserve and enhance landscape 
character. Damage limitation is insufficient. 
 

 SD 4.3 “Undeveloped land between settlements will not be undermined”. The proposed 
development lies outside any settlement boundaries and would form a new unit unattached 
to any existing dwelling in an area characterised by very few, isolated, buildings. The proposal 
conflicts with this Policy. 
 

 SD5 requires proposals to adopt a landscape-led approach, be sympathetic to landscape 
character and be “demonstrably informed by an assessment of landscape context”.  The 
proposal doesn’t meet this requirement. 

 

 SD6 protects the visual integrity, identity and scenic quality of the National Park and 
highlights “views from public rights of way”.  The policy requirement is to positively conserve 
views, not merely avoid or reduce detriment. 
 

 SD24.1d: stables must “respect the amenities and activities of surrounding properties”.  
Noise, smell and loss of privacy and light on Goleigh Cottages are ignored. 

 
The site is in a rare and precious, highly sensitive, landscape, with national and international 
recognition. It is within the SSSI and Special Area of Conservation Impact Risk Zones.  
 
Development must be sustainable. In the National Park we have the additional responsibility to 
protect this unique and precious landscape. In the interests of long-term sustainability, please refuse 
this application. 
 
Jane Wyman, 20.4.2021 
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Colemore and Priors Dean Parish Meeting 
 

 

The Parish do not oppose equestrianism in the Park and did not object to the change 
of use of this field.  We do object to inappropriate building development 
detrimental to the landscape. 
 

 Park Policy SD24 requires “high quality design” , further emphasised in 
SD4.1b and SD5.1. - “Sensitive and high quality design that makes a positive 
contribution”. However the Report doesn’t address the design of the 
development or its design merits - if any!  Offering to work with the applicant 
once permission is granted to try to secure inoffensive materials is completely 
insufficient.   

  SD4.1 “Development proposals will only be permitted where they conserve 
and enhance landscape character.” The Report references a screening hedge 
hiding the development and more to be conditioned. (P6.2 and P10.6). Parish 
experience shows reliance on hedges is misplaced.  Screening hedges require 
proper maintenance. Hedge conditions are only enforceable for 5 years; 
relying on public reporting infringements. Thereafter there is no protection. 
The Policy is “conserve and enhance”, not just hope to hide detriment. 

 The Report (P10.6) suggests asking for a boundary treatment plan with details 
of new hedging.  What hedge, where?  The committee is being asked for a 
blank cheque. 

 The Report acknowledges the importance of “scale and use compatible with 
the landscape”, (scale cited in SD4.1b and SD24.1a), but gives incorrect 
dimensions (P2.2and P6.2).  Correct dimensions are in Appendix 2 (P12, P13).  
The Report refers repeatedly to the development as  “modest”, but at a 
footprint of 123.84 square metres (51.84 being buildings), it is on the same 
scale as a bungalow. 

 SD24.1d requires stables to “respect the amenities and activities of 
surrounding properties and users”. The Report states the impact on 
neighbouring properties is assessed as “insignificant”; “the site has previously 
been used for agricultural purposes” (P7.3).  No evidence is cited how an 
active stable yard with all the associated noise, smells, activity and invasion of 
privacy, 20m from Goleigh Cottages ( just a few metres from their garden) can 
possibly be equivalent to grazing. 

 The safety of unsupervised horses locked in stables is of concern.  Defra’s 
rules require a swiftly-enforceable fire response.  Local lanes are not priority 
salt routes and are regularly impassable in winter.  How many problems will 
have to occur before it becomes obvious stabled horses are unsafe without 
someone living on-site? 

 Two applications have been made for isolated stables in this Parish under two 
miles away. Both were refused as inappropriate development. Both went to 
Appeal and were dismissed as inappropriate and against Park policy, 
especially on tranquillity. 

 
The Report correctly identifies the Park Plan supports equestrian development 
subject to various criteria. Those criteria are not met. Therefore the application 
must fail. 
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Mrs N and Miss T Baillie 
(Applicant) 

 
Dear councillors 

Representation from Nicky and Tira Baillie 

 

The field is only 2.6 acres so to prevent it becoming poached and a muddy mess in winter we need 

to keep the horses off the land as much as possible and inside where we can feed them out of the 

mud. This is for the horses welfare as much as keeping the land in good condition. If the horses 

become ill, lame or need attention of any kind it is easier to attend to them with a clean, dry stable. 

 

The hay store will look much tidier than the alternative of  large bales of haylage  in unsightly 

waterproof plastic wrapping which can be stored outside, these are only moveable by tractor so 

once on site we wouldn’t be able to move them ourselves, however with the barn we’d have smaller 

bales of hay instead as they could be kept dry under cover. 

 

The small area of hardstanding to park one vehicle on is for safety as the road is a narrow country 

lane with nowhere to park unless we partially block the road. Also the verge is soft and in winter 

would look unsightly if we parked on it regularly with a vehicle and risk getting stuck as we don’t 

have a 4WD. 

 

Another important safety aspect is that one of our horses can’t be left alone in the field as he has on 

numerous occasions jumped out of his current field and I fear if this happens here he will be straight  

onto the road which is extremely dangerous. We currently have to put him in a stable to prevent this 

happening as it’s not always possible to ride together and we do need to be able to secure this 

particular horse for his own and other road users safety. 

 

When we bought this field it was a complete mess, covered in weeds, dilapidated gate and not nice 

to look at at all. We have changed the gate and greatly improved the way it looks so it’s no longer an 

eye sore. Everything that we have asked for us to assist us in maintaining the aesthetics and will not 

detract from the beauty of the surrounding countryside.  We would be happy to discuss any changes 

the councillors would like to make to this application too if it helps. 

 

I hope you will see that all we want to do is enjoy and enhance the beautiful countryside that we 

have lived in all our lives. We live very locally in Selborne village and love this area very much,  I 

really hope that very soon we can have our horses closer to home so we can enjoy our village even 

more. 
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Planning application ref: SDNP/20/04927/FUL – Change of use from grazing of horses to 

equestrian and the change of use of two of the existing larger mobile field shelters to 

permanent stabling with associated works  

Land North of Hurst Farm Bungalows Hurst Lane Privett Alton GU34 3PJ 

 

Deputation to EHDC / SDNPA Planning Committee (22nd April 2021)  

by  

Southern Planning Practice 

on behalf of the  

Froxfield and Privett Landscape Conservation Group 

 

Retrospective planning permission should be refused as: 

• the application has many inconsistencies and inaccuracies and lacks crucial detail; 
  

• the development does not comply with policies SD4(Design), SD5(Landscape 

Character) and Policy SD24(Equestrian Uses) of the South Downs Local Plan, which  

are the key policy considerations; 
 

• substantial environmental damage is being caused due to the applicants poor 

grazing regime (15 horses on a 4.4 acre site) and mis-management/poor stewardship 

of the land, including manure being inappropriately disposed of. 

 

The applicant has a consistent track record of breaching planning control and is believed to 

be currently living in a static caravan on the wider site. 

My clients therefore have zero confidence that the applicant will comply with any attached 

planning conditions, resulting in further enforcement action being required.  

Attempts to prosecute the applicant for breaching the extant enforcement notice have proved 

ineffective and are on-hold pending the outcome of this application. 

The key issues that my clients wish to highlight to members are: 

1. The equestrian development on site has been subject to previous enforcement 

action, which was upheld at appeal. As a consequence, the applicant was required to 

cease the unauthorised use of the land for equestrian purposes and remove the 

unauthorised buildings and area of hardstanding (although the hardstanding was 

categorically never removed but significantly extended.) 

 

An extant enforcement notice therefore remains in force on the land, which the 

applicant is currently breaching and has been breaching for a number of years. 
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2. Contrary to what is stated in the applicants D&A Statement and in the case officers 

report, there is no authorised development or ‘existing lawful use’ within the 

application proposal.  

 

The stable yard buildings and hardstanding for which retrospective planning 

permission is being sought are permanent buildings.  

 

The whole development is therefore unauthorised and no legitimate fall-back 

position exists. 

 

3. The applicants D&A statement contains inaccuracies and misleading statements, 

which have unfortunately been perpetuated in the case officer’s report.  

 

4. The case officer’s report is very selective in its reasoning, and relies on specific 

policy wording to justify the proposal.  

 

There is no mention of Policy SD5 requiring development to adopt a “landscape led 

approach” and respect the local character through “sensitive” and “high quality” 

design, which is a key requirement. 

 

The grounds for formal objection by the Council’s own Landscape officer have also 

been set-aside/ignored to justify compliance with Policy SD4. 

Policies SD4 and SD5 are not rigorously applied in reaching the case officer’s final 

assessment.  

5. Landscape and drainage consultees have requested proper drawings, but this vital 

information has not been forthcoming.  

 

The application therefore lacks detail, and inaccurate/inconsistent information is used 

to recommend approval. 

 

Members are urged to uphold the SDNP policies and refuse the application. 
 
 

 
 

Neil March BSc (Hons) DiP TP MRTPI  
Director 
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Froxfield and Privett Parish Council 
 

Chairman and Members of the EHDC Planning Committee 
 
Ref. SDNP/20/04927/FUL Land north of Hurst Farm Bungalows Hurst Lane Privett 
GU34 3PJ 
 
Comment in OBJECTION from Froxfield and Privett Parish Council (FPPC) 
 

 The applicant purchased the land being the subject of this planning application in 
November 2011 

 

 In May 2012 an application for Lawful Development was submitted and was 
subsequently refused.  

 

 In March 2013 EHDC issued Enforcement Notices to permanently cease using the 
land and buildings for equestrian purposes and to reinstate the land to grazing only. 

  

 In June 2013 an appeal was lodged by the applicant and in October 2013 it was 
dismissed. 

 

 Notwithstanding the appeal decision and live enforcement, the applicant has 
continued to develop the land with the construction of two more significant field 
shelters with subsequent extensions all of which are the subject of this 
RETROSPECTIVE application.  

 

 Since 2013 and more intensively from 2015 FPPC have worked with EHDC Officers to 
report on ongoing site activity which included the provision of photographs to 
support reports of unauthorised development and environmental issues including 
the indiscriminate dumping of horse manure in amongst hedgerows and the ancient 
woodland in the same ownership along with burning soiled straw. No regard has 
been paid to protection of the environment 

 

 The applicant has continued to undertake unauthorised development and has taken 
advantage of the lack of continuity of officers dealing with the matter which has 
without doubt resulted in confusion and lack of development control. 

 

 This application seeks to secure retrospective consent for the retention of four 
unauthorised buildings along with associated fencing and hardstanding. 

 

 The Parish Council has comprehensive knowledge of the development and has 
recorded activity over the last eight years. Accordingly, it feels well placed along with 
other expert consultees to state that the application comprehensively fails to satisfy 
policies as listed below which appear to be at odds with the planning officers’ 
recommendation. 
 
SD 1 – Sustainable Development – The applicant continues to develop the land 
unchecked contrary to the primary purposes of the National Park. 
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Froxfield and Privett Parish Council 
 

SD 2 - Ecosystem Services – The applicant continues to undermine basic protection 
of the environment. 
 
SD 4 – Landscape Character – Open fields modified into segmented enclosures with 
adhoc badly designed development with no respect for the immediate surrounds. 
 
SD 5 – Design – Random, badly designed timber buildings in the National Park. 
 
SD 8 – Dark Night Skies – No submitted details. 
 
SD 9 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity – No respect for the protection of the land. 
 
SD 24 – Equestrian Uses – The development fails comprehensively to satisfy any of 
the base line checks 

 
The Parish Council would urge members of the Planning Committee to seize this 
opportunity to end the blatant disregard for planning legislation and overturn the planning 
officer’s recommendation. 
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Cllr N Drew 
(Ward Councillor) 

 
Ward Councillor Statement  

 
SDNP/20/04927/FUL | Change of use from grazing of horses to equestrian and the 
change of use of two of the existing larger mobile field shelters to permanent stabling 
with associated works. (Further information received 3/2/21 and 4/2/21. Design and 
access statement available to view. An amended location plan received on 
6/4/21) | Land North Of Hurst Farm Bungalows Hurst Lane Privett Alton GU34 3PJ 

 

 
Thank you to Officers, Committee Chairperson and Portfolio lead for supporting this 
committee review for decision as well to those committee members that were able to 
attend the virtual site visit on Friday.  
 
Clearly as councillors we always look to officer recommendations as they are professional 
planning leads and despite the huge amount of work from EHDC Planning Officer Lisa Gill, 
thank you Lisa for all the time you have provided to residents and applicant in this case,  
this is in front of you due to the complexity of this case which may require further 
questions. As Ward Councillor I am objecting to this submission and asking you to review 
the policy and information which may not agree with officer recommendation.  
 
Underlying this is that at least 2 and possibly 4 of the 4 structures in this field do not have 
current permission as temporary or mobile shelters, the current hardstanding onsite( 
there is hardstanding onsite )  is not approved and there are no other buildings adjacent 
to these shelters. This submission is retrospective. I would ask members to refer to the 
2013 Appeals Decision Para 3.2 to validate this. 
 
This site has a long history of non-compliance due to ignored conditions by applicant. 
 
Officers have recommended this submission for approval but I still see issues on the 
following policy areas. I have listed these and planning policy points to hopefully provide 
a wider view as possible:  
 
SD4 – Conserving and enhancing landscape character, applicant must show: 
 
Development proposals will only be permitted where they conserve and enhance landscape 
character by demonstrating that: 
 
 a) They are informed by landscape character, reflecting the context and type of landscape 
in which the development is located; Even the Landscape officer does not agree this is 
achieved in this case . ’objection due to the intensification of activity having a negative 
impact on the tranquillity and character of the landscape’’ 
b) The design, layout and scale of proposals conserve and enhance existing landscape and 
seascape character features which contribute to the distinctive character, pattern and 
evolution of the landscape; Two random ‘shacks’ and no elevation, planting or dimensions 
plans provided does not support that this point is achieved. Also no Drainage Plan. 
c) They will safeguard the experiential and amenity qualities of the landscape; There is no 
evidence this is achieved and Landscape Officer objections.  
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Cllr N Drew 
(Ward Councillor) 

 
d) Where planting is considered appropriate, it is consistent with local character, enhances 
biodiversity, contributes to the delivery of green infrastructure and uses native species, 
unless there are appropriate and justified reasons to select non-native species;  Again no 
plans have been provided although this could be shared as a condition by officers of 
course. 
 
SD5 
 
Development proposals will only be permitted where they adopt a landscape-led approach 
and respect the local character, through sensitive and high quality design that makes a 
positive contribution to the overall character and appearance of the area – areas to 
consider: 
 
Integrate with, respect and sympathetically complement the landscape character by 
ensuring development proposals are demonstrably informed by an assessment of the 
landscape context; - even EHDC Landscape Officer objects and notes this has not been 
achieved. ’objection due to the intensification of activity having a negative impact on the 
tranquillity and character of the landscape’’. 

 
1. Have regard to avoiding harmful impact upon, or from, any surrounding uses and 

amenities – no drainage or waste plan, no dark skies plan, no parking plan, no 
planting plan, no elevation impact plan. Objections from EHDC Drainage and 
Landscape Officer. 

 
 

SD7 
 
Development proposals will only be permitted where they conserve and enhance relative 
tranquillity and should consider the following impacts:  
 
a) Direct impacts that the proposals are likely to cause by changes in the visual and aural 
environment in the immediate vicinity of the proposals;  Landscape officer has objected  
confirmed that there will be impacts. ‘’objection due to the intensification of activity 
having a negative impact on the tranquillity and character of the landscape’’ 
 
b) Indirect impacts that may be caused within the National Park that are remote from the 
location of the proposals themselves such as vehicular movements; Although limited this 
will increase traffic on road however no objection from Highways but this will of course 
increase noise and carbon footprint levels. 
c) Experience of users of the Public Right of Way network and other publicly accessible 
locations. Despite officer comment there is a public right of way on Lane which is very 
popular with cyclists and walkers so there will be impact to them. 
2. Development proposals in highly tranquil and intermediate tranquillity areas should 
conserve and enhance, and not cause harm to, relative tranquillity – there is no evidence on 
how this will be conserved or enhanced with stables and vehicles with minimum of 15 
horses. 
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Cllr N Drew 
(Ward Councillor) 

 
SD8 
 
Development proposals will be permitted where they conserve and enhance the intrinsic 
quality of dark night skies and the integrity of the Dark Sky Core. Development proposals 
must demonstrate that all opportunities to reduce light pollution have been taken, and 
must ensure that the measured and observed sky quality in the surrounding area is not 
affected, having due regard to the following hierarchy:  
a) The installation of lighting is avoided; 
 b) If lighting cannot be avoided, it is demonstrated to be necessary and appropriate, for its 
intended purpose or use: i. any adverse impacts are avoided; or ii. if that is not achievable, 
then adverse impacts are mitigated to the greatest reasonable extent. 
 
Policy SD8 applies across the International Dark Sky Reserve which covers the entirety of the 
National Park. It applies to any proposals which involve the installation of external lighting 
and where the design of developments may result in light spill from internal lighting. It will 
also apply to specific lighting schemes which require planning permission or listed building 

consent, including installing:  A lighting scheme of such nature and scale that it would 

represent an engineering operation38;  Lighting such as the floodlighting of sports pitches, 

car parking or menages; and  A lighting scheme on a listed building that would significantly 
affect its character. 
 
In this case officers note this is not a issue. We have no lightning plan at all, this will 
require floodlights ( which is noted in policy  ) and will impact one of the highest Dark 
Skies sites in SDNP.  As such members may find it difficult to make a decision whether 
Dark Skies is impacted without a plan from applicant and without any impact reduction 
plan from applicant. The standard note will of course be that this reduction plan can be  
added as  a condition for this BUT members are asked to make a decision with no data 
sharing possible impact and whether this policy is being broken which is no a easy ask. 
 
SD24 
 
Development proposals for equestrian development will be permitted where they: 
 
 a) Are of a scale and / or an intensity of equestrian use compatible with the landscape and 
the special qualities;  15 horses in 4.4 acres, no waste plan or drainage plan shared. 
b) Demonstrate good design which is well located and responds to local character and 
distinctiveness; Landscape officer does not agree with this and does not see a high quality 
or sensitive design at this stage. 
 c) Re-use existing buildings wherever feasible and viable; No existing building onsite. 
d) Locate new buildings, stables, yard areas and facilities adjacent to existing buildings 
provided they respect the amenities and activities of surrounding properties and uses; No 
existing buildings adjacent and lack of waste and drainage plan or dark skies plan do not 
show respect for amenities in surrounding area.EHDC Drainage officer – objection. 
e) Are well located to existing utilities and transport infrastructure, including vehicular and 
field accesses, tracks and bridleways; Although there is a narrow lane and access through 
hedge there is not good existing utilities available. 
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Cllr N Drew 
(Ward Councillor) 

 
f) Provide new or supplementary landscape features including hard and soft treatments and 
planting, consistent with local character; and No planting plan has been provided. 
 g) Demonstrate a conservation based land management approach – again this is suggested 
as being in place yet there is no waste plan, no drainage plan and despite officers 
confirming that 15 horses are suitable for the site in contradiction with Horse Association 
field/horse ratios there is no plan to show how the field with all horses and rain and 
waste  can be conserved. EHDC Drainage officer objection.  
 
 
SD25  
 
Exceptionally, development will be permitted outside of settlement boundaries, where it 
complies with relevant policies in this Local Plan, responds to the context of the relevant 
broad area or river corridor, and:  
a) It is allocated for development or safeguarded for the use proposed as part of the 
Development Plan; or  This site is not 
b) There is an essential need for a countryside location; or There is not and indeed as there 
is no home for owner to stay onsite to care for horses and owner is not local is not valid 
site. 
c) In the case of community infrastructure, there is a proven need for the development that 
demonstrably cannot be met elsewhere; or Not community infrastructure 
d) It is an appropriate reuse of a previously developed site, excepting residential gardens, 
and conserves and enhances the special qualities of the National Park. This is not a 
previously developed site. 
 
 
In summary this is a site that has no development permission, approvals or buildings onsite 
which is why this is in front of you for consideration, in the middle of a National Park, 
outside of settlement zone, missing huge chunks of reporting data, failing on many policy 
areas with a retrospective submission with hard standing onsite, consultee objections as 
well as other consultee waiting comments. There is obvious confusion on the current site 
from previous appeals and the development order. 
 
All in all if committee members do not wish to object to this in conflict with officer 
recommendation I would suggest there is more than enough open questions on policy for 
further work in this case to possibly bring this back to committee with further clarity.  
 
‘’NPPF puts great weight on conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in the 
National Park’’. EHDC own  landscape Officer initially objected due to insufficient 
information and then followed up with ‘’an objection due to the intensification of activity 
having a negative impact on the tranquillity and character of the landscape.’’ In this case I 
don’t think we can disagree with our EHDC Landscape Officer. 
 
 
Thank you for your time and I hope this wasn’t too long a statement. 
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